The Utility of Diffusion-Weighted Imaging for Cholesteatoma Evaluation

SUMMARY: DWI is a useful technique for the evaluation of cholesteatomas. It can be used to detect them when the physical examination is difficult and CT findings are equivocal, and it is especially useful in the evaluation of recurrent cholesteatoma. Initial DWI techniques only detected larger cholesteatomas, >5 mm, due to limitations of section thickness and prominent skull base artifacts. Newer techniques allow detection of smaller lesions and may be sufficient to replace second-look surgery in patients with prior cholesteatoma resection.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASSET = array spatial sensitivity encoding technique; DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging; EPI = echo-planar imaging; HASTE = half-Fourier acquired single-shot turbo spin-echo; PROPELLER = periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction; SNR = signal intensity-to-noise ratio; SS TSE = single-shot TSE; TSE = turbo spin-echo

Cholesteatomas are enlarging collections of keratin within a sac of squamous epithelium and may be congenital or acquired. Acquired cholesteatomas generally occur in the mid-ear and mastoid, whereas congenital cholesteatomas or epidermoid tumors can occur in other locations, including the cerebellopontine angle, suprasellar cistern, calvarium, and multiple sites in the temporal bone. Congenital cholesteatomas compose only 2% of middle ear cholesteatomas.

There are multiple theories regarding cholesteatoma development, but most authors believe there is a disruption of the normal process in which skin lining the tympanic membrane migrates externally within the external auditory canal. Retraction pockets, which are invaginations of the tympanic membrane into the middle ear cavity, develop and interfere with this process. These pockets are largely due to chronic otitis media and eustachian tube dysfunction, which can cause negative middle ear pressure. Retraction pockets occur most commonly in the pars flaccida of the membrane and less commonly in the pars tensa. Epithelial ingrowth may occur as a result of this process, and squamous debris can become trapped within these retraction pockets in the middle ear space. Many authors also believe that there is a hereditary predisposition to the development of acquired cholesteatomas.

Complications of cholesteatomas are related to bony erosion. Erosion is generally thought to be related to mechanical pressure, though some believe that adjacent granulation tissue, an osteoclast stimulator, or collagenase production is necessary. Bony erosion can result in destruction of the ossicles, creating conductive hearing loss, labyrinthine fistulas with sensorineural hearing loss and vertigo, facial nerve canal erosion and facial paralysis, and rare intracranial complications, such as meningitis and abscess.

The treatment for middle ear cholesteatomas is surgical excision. Small cholesteatomas limited to the Prussak space without significant bone erosion can often be effectively resected by using a transcanal atticotomy approach with subse-

| Pertinent DWI features and artifacts when imaging near the skull base |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Imaging Parameter/Artifacts | DWI-EPI | DWI-HASTE | DWI-BLADE |
| Scanning time | 0:40–3:40 | 4:00 | 4:09–5:20 |
| Resolution/contrast | Low | Moderate* | High |
| T2 blurring | No effect | | |
| Motion sensitivity | | | |
| Off-resonance effects | | | |
| Susceptibility effects | | | |
| Ghosting | | | |
| Geometric distortion | | | |

*Represents a (minutes/seconds) range found in the literature for this application as well as actual scanning times for protocols used in our practice. No effort was made to normalize protocol parameters across investigators.

HASTE image quality near the skull base is frequently degraded by T2 blurring. This impact can vary depending on T2 in the region and imaging parameters used.
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ing congenital anatomic variations (such as an aberrant course of the facial nerve). Occasionally CT will depict an unsuspected cholesteatoma, hidden from otoscopic view. CT is also used to look for recurrent disease following mastoidectomy, though granulation tissue and cholesteatoma have similar imaging characteristics on CT. CT is, therefore, most useful when the middle ear and mastoidectomy defect are aerated, but it lacks specificity when soft tissue is present.

Postcontrast T1-weighted MR imaging has been advocated as an effective technique for distinguishing granulation tissue from residual cholesteatoma. Cholesteatomas are avascular and do not enhance following contrast administration, whereas granulation tissue is poorly vascularized and does enhance on delayed images. With this technique, Ayache et al were able to detect larger cholesteatomas but often missed residual lesions <3 mm. Authors have typically advocated postcontrast imaging delays of 30–45 minutes, which is inconvenient for patients and decreases practice efficiency.

During the past several years, data have been published advocating DWI for evaluation of residual or recurrent cholesteatoma following mastoidectomy. The DWI technique adds a preparation period before the image acquisition that enhances MR signal intensity attenuation in response to diffusion and other spin motion occurring during this period. Although not well understood, cholesteatomas are hyperintense on DWI images compared with CSF and brain parenchyma, like epidermoid cysts, which are histologically identical. This may be due to a combination of T2 and diffusion effects or predominately a T2 shinethrough effect. Despite compelling data, many practices in the United States have yet to adopt DWI for evaluation of residual/recurrent cholesteatoma. The purpose of this article is to discuss the utility of DWI for evaluation of cholesteatomas and review the technical parameters.

**Technical Considerations**

When applying DWI to the evaluation of cholesteatoma, investigators have used a variety of techniques ranging from traditional spin-echo EPI-based to TSE-based techniques such as...
HASTE and BLADE (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). These techniques use a similar method for encoding diffusion, but differ in the method of image acquisition. This methodology strongly impacts the sensitivity of each to factors such as bulk or physiologic motion and field inhomogeneities, factors which can be significantly problematic when imaging near the skull base (Table).

**EPI-DWI**

SS TSE EPI is the traditional choice for DWI, due to its speed and relative insensitivity to motion. Image quality by using this technique, however, can be degraded due to low resolution, low SNR, chemical shift artifacts, susceptibility artifacts, ghosting, and geometric distortion (Fig 1A). Distortion and susceptibility in the temporal bone make this a challenging technique for cholesteatoma evaluation because the resulting artifacts can mask areas of restricted diffusion.

**DWI-HASTE**

DWI-HASTE uses a SS TSE method for image acquisition (Fig 1B). As a single-shot technique, this sequence shares the low sensitivity to motion with EPI, albeit a slightly increased scanning time. Because the image acquisition of this technique is spin-echo-based, however, it does not exhibit the image distortion and susceptibility artifacts present in EPI-based techniques. The single TSE echo train is substantially longer than that in EPI, potentially causing image-quality degradation due to T2 decay during the acquisition. HASTE is designed to shorten the echo train, by using a half-Fourier acquisition, thereby reducing the impact of T2-blurring but with some negative impact on SNR.

**DWI-BLADE**

Multishot techniques can reduce the length of the echo train and mitigate T2 blurring effects; but with multiple echo trains contributing to a single diffusion measurement, the acquisition again becomes sensitive to motion. However, by using the BLADE sequence, sensitivity to bulk motion is greatly reduced (Fig 1C, -D). The BLADE sequence acquires k-space with several radially oriented TSE echo trains (blades) that overlap in the center of k-space. Because each blade crosses through the center of the k-space, each is essentially an independent single-shot low-resolution image with reduced motion sensitivity and little or no ghosting. The reconstruction of the high-resolution image from these low-resolution components retains these properties. The only drawback to DWI-BLADE is increased scanning time on the order of 4 times that of DWI-EPI. However, because the evaluation of cholesteatoma requires only limited coverage as opposed to whole-brain cov-
verage, the resulting 4- to 5-minute scanning fits well into the imaging workflow.

Discussion

Patient Selection

Postoperative Ear. Patients have traditionally undergone a second-look surgery 6–18 months following initial cholesteatoma surgery to evaluate for residual disease. This second surgery has been necessary due to limited visibility of the mastoid following canal wall up mastoidectomies or the middle ear due to tympanic membrane reconstruction using cartilage. CT is useful if no soft tissue is seen in the middle ear (or petrous apex or mastoid depending on original location of disease). If rounded soft tissue is present, then findings are suggestive of recurrent disease. However, if amorphous soft tissue or complete middle ear opacification is present, CT is nonspecific and cannot distinguish granulation tissue or scar tissue from recurrent disease.

Kimitsuki et al.19 argued that spin-echo MR should not replace a second-look operation for the evaluation of recurrent cholesteatoma because of incorrect surgical correlation in 30% of their cases. Vanden Abeele et al.20 also had disappointing results with MR imaging, with a surgical correlation of 50%–61%. However, in both studies, no DWI was used, and the postcontrast images were not delayed.

More recent studies have reported improved success in the detection of recurrent disease, with only small lesions missed when DWI sequences were used. Lesions of >5 mm have been reliably detected with the EPI-DWI technique,14,21-27 and even smaller lesions, with non-EPI techniques,15,28-31 In fact, De Foer et al.28 argued that the SS TSE DWI sequence has high enough sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values to replace routine second-stage surgery for the detection of residual cholesteatoma.

MR imaging with DWI sequences has been used at our institution for evaluation of patients with prior cholesteatoma resection with reliable results.32 This has been especially useful when the patient’s otologic examination is obscured by an opaque tympanic membrane or cartilaginous reconstruction (Fig 2), when CT shows no definite bony erosion (Fig 2), when CT findings are equivocal (Fig 3), and to evaluate complications (Fig 3) and extent of disease (Fig 4). We did not find the apparent diffusion coefficient maps (in those cases in which they could be generated) helpful, a conclusion supporting the findings of Vercruysse et al.14 and De Foer et al.15

Newly Diagnosed Cholesteatoma. The initial diagnosis of cholesteatoma is generally made by otoscopic examination. A pearly white mass is seen behind the tympanic membrane, which is frequently retracted. CT may be performed to evaluate complications or extent of disease. MR imaging, specifically DWI, is not necessary in most of these patients. MR imaging is useful if there is erosion of the tegmen tympani to

---

Fig 3. Detection of recurrent disease and intracranial extension when otologic evaluation is obscured and CT is nonspecific. A 14-year-old girl with a long history of recurrent cholesteatoma and multiple surgeries. The middle ear is obscured due to a stenotic external auditory canal (A and B). CT shows nonspecific diffuse opacification of the mastoidectomy and middle ear (arrow). C–F, MR imaging shows T2 hyperintense (arrow, C) and T1 hypointense (arrow, D) regions with hyperintensity on BLADE DWI (arrow, E and F) along the superior aspect of the right temporal bone, suspicious for recurrent cholesteatoma with intracranial extension. The patient declined contrast material. At surgery, intradural extension of disease was confirmed.
determine if intracranial extension is present (Fig 3) or if there is an associated meningocele/encephalocele, facial nerve canal dehiscence, and semicircular canal fistula (Fig 4). MR imaging can be helpful in evaluating a chronically draining ear with inflammation and polypoid disease that obscures physical examination with a nonspecific CT (Fig 5). We favor the BLADE DWI technique in these cases due to improved resolution compared with the HASTE technique and improved resolution and decreased artifacts at the skull base compared with EPI DWI images. Occasionally, the diagnosis of cholesteatoma may not be suspected, and restricted diffusion may incidentally be seen in the middle ear on MR imaging performed for an unrelated indication (Fig 6).

Review of the Literature

Initial attempts at DWI for cholesteatoma evaluation used EPI-DWI techniques. The EPI-DWI technique was limited by large section thickness, susceptibility artifacts from the skull base, and low resolution. These EPI images were generally effective for detection of lesions ≥4 or 5 mm, but EPI frequently missed smaller lesions. This led Verkruysse et al and Venail et al to advocate concurrent use of DWI, considered more specific, and postcontrast T1-weighted images, which were more sensitive.

Non-EPI techniques have more recently been proposed for the reliable detection of smaller cholesteatomas. These non-EPI DWI techniques have the advantage of smaller section thickness and better resolution and are less degraded by susceptibility artifacts.

In 1 study, De Foer et al evaluated, with SS TSE DWI, 21 patients strongly suspected of having a middle ear cholesteatoma and found 19 of 21 cholesteatomas. The false-negative cases included a cholesteatoma sac and a cholesteatoma in a child whose images had motion artifacts. The authors did note that lack of anatomic landmarks of the temporal bone on this sequence was a drawback. De Foer et al, in a different study, evaluated 32 consecutive patients with SS TSE DWI sequences 10–18 months after primary cholesteatoma surgery with canal wall up mastoidectomy and detected 9 of 10 residual cholesteatomas, measuring 2–6 mm, missing only one 2-mm lesion in a motion-degraded study. Dhepnorrarat et al detected and localized cholesteatomas by using SS TSE DWI in all 7 of 22 patients undergoing second-look surgery with recurrent disease, with cholesteatomas ranging from 3 to 9 mm.

Most of the literature has focused on DWI images with 1.5T imaging units. Lehmann et al compared PROPELLER DWI with ASSET single-shot EPI-DWI by using a 3T imaging unit. The 3T PROPELLER technique was associated with better sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive
values for the detection of recurrent cholesteatoma. This improvement over the ASSET technique was thought to be due to artifact reduction, especially important at 3T, though PROPELLER DWI can be performed only with axial sections, which does not optimize visualization of the tegmen region.

Conclusions

DWI has proven utility in the evaluation of cholesteatomas. It can be used for distinguishing scar tissue, granulation tissue, and inflammatory changes from cholesteatoma in patients with prior cholesteatoma resection, particularly when CT findings are equivocal. Newer DWI techniques with thinner section acquisition and decreased susceptibility artifacts allow detection of small lesions. DWI can be useful as the primary imaging technique when visualization is impaired by canal wall up mastoidectomy or cartilaginous reconstruction. The DWI technique may be used in place of second-look surgery, sparing patients the morbidity of repeat exploration.
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B for cholesteatoma underwent MR imaging for unrelated reasons (meningioma evaluation) and was found to have increased DWI signal intensity (arrow) in the left temporal bone on EPI-DWI. B–D. This area is isointense on T2 (arrow, B) and T1 (arrow, D) and shows mild peripheral enhancement (arrow, D). E and F, Temporal bone CT shows soft-tissue opacification of the mastoid bowl, epitympanum, and mesotympanum (arrow, A) with thinning of the tegmen tympani (arrow, R). Surgery confirmed cholesteatoma in the area of DWI hyperintensity, with surrounding granulation tissue and ephelatolcle in the areas of soft-tissue opacification on CT without corresponding DWI abnormality. Fig 6A, B, and F reproduced with permission from Ear, Nose & Throat Journal [Schwartz KM, Lane JJ, Neff BA, et al. Diffusion-weighted imaging for cholesteatoma evaluation. 2010;89:E14–19].

Fig 6. Incidental detection of recurrent cholesteatoma in a patient being evaluated for an unrelated indication. A, A 68-year-old woman with a history of 2 prior tympanomastoidectomies for cholesteatoma underwent MR imaging for unrelated reasons (meningioma evaluation) and was found to have increased DWI signal intensity (arrow) in the left temporal bone on EPI-DWI. B–D. This area is isointense on T2 (arrow, B) and T1 (arrow, D) and shows mild peripheral enhancement (arrow, D). E and F, Temporal bone CT shows soft-tissue opacification of the mastoid bowl, epitympanum, and mesotympanum (arrow, A) with thinning of the tegmen tympani (arrow, R). Surgery confirmed cholesteatoma in the area of DWI hyperintensity, with surrounding granulation tissue and ephelatolcle in the areas of soft-tissue opacification on CT without corresponding DWI abnormality. Fig 6A, B, and F reproduced with permission from Ear, Nose & Throat Journal [Schwartz KM, Lane JJ, Neff BA, et al. Diffusion-weighted imaging for cholesteatoma evaluation. 2010;89:E14–19].